External wall sleeves for conduit and pipe penetrations WA-EX-WS

Diameter range: single pipes up to 120"
Pressure: up to 36 psi
Materials: 304L - 316L stainless
Multiple Pipe sealing assembly.

Wall sleeves outside wall mounting, conduit and pipe can pass through the wall. The seal is gas and watertight.

Split external sleeves go around an existing pipe to stop leaks in a leaking link seals.

Multi-pipe assembly for several pipes.

Seal off center pipes with WA-EX-WS units. The sleeve diameter can accommodate most size pipes. The sealing wall collar may be position to bring the off center pipe to the center position of the sleeve, pipe seal links or disc seals can be installed for a watertight seal.

WA-EX-WS external wall sleeves may be supplied in various configurations

Email: Westatlantic Tech Corp for details
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